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Teaching notes on 11.04 Possessives in sentences 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To translate Latin sentences containing possessive nouns. After a recap 
of both singular and plural possessive noun endings, we’ll develop our translation technique 
for sentences. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid tibi 
maxime placet… aqua aut succus aut lac?’ (‘What do you like most … water or juice or 
milk?’). The conversation starter for this unit is similar to that in Unit 9, but the pupils will 
encounter some familiar and some new vocabulary. See if they can infer the meaning of the 
new vocabulary from the picture, derivative English words or the context. ‘Lac’ gives us 
words such as ‘lactose’, the sugar present in cow’s milk. ‘Succus’ gives us the English word 
‘succulent’.  

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game Word Roots Challenge in reverse, recapping on the some of the vocabulary 
encountered in the current unit. Rather than giving the students some English vocabulary to 
match up with the correct Latin root, this slide pops up a Latin word and picture stimulus. 
Once you’ve checked that the students understand the meaning of the Latin word, you can 
ask them (individually, in pairs or table teams) to write down as many words as they can 
think of in English that come from that Latin root. As more Latin words appear, the list will 
get longer. Once all the words are displayed, go round the class and collect all the derivative 
English words written down and see how many you have (maybe even see which 
student/pair/team has the most). 

If you’re ever unsure whether an English word comes from a particular Latin root, either you 
or the students can research it using Google and the search term ‘etymology’. 

Slides 3–7 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including  some possessive singular and plural nouns. After 
running though the oral verb rehearsals, a reminder of the new possessive endings will 
appear on mouse-click to support the translation of the following sentences. As usual, the 
verb will appear first. For all sentences, the possessive noun will be ‘dropped in’ after the 
verb, subject and object. The sentences (new words underlined, possessives in bold here) 
are: 

Slide 3: stellas noctis lente numerabamus [We were slowly counting the night’s stars.] 

Slide 4: amici militum diu in campo stabant [The soldiers’ friends were standing for a long 
time in the field.] 

Slide 5: venti sonum timeo [I am afraid of the sound of the wind.] 
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Slide 6: montem dearum hodie ascendis [Today you are climbing the mountain of the 
goddesses.] 

Slide 7: mater infantium medicum anxie quaerebat [The children’s mother was anxiously 
looking for a doctor.] 

Slide 8 

A recap of how Latin deals with possessive nouns in both their singular and plural forms. 
Translations of the subject-possessive noun groups will be revealed on mouse-click. Further 
mouse-click then shows the ending in the familiar table form. 

Slide 9 

Expanding on the technique first encountered in Unit 5, we now add two more stages to our 
translation technique, as illustrated using the sentence, ‘magus villam magae celeriter 
visitat.’ Mouse-clicks lead us through the stages: 

1. We find the verb and translate 
2. Next we find the subject nouns and add them in 
3. Then we find the object nouns and add them in 
4. A new step – identify any possessive nouns and translate 
5. Add in any remaining words 
6. Another new step – make any changes that make the translation sound more 

natural. This could mean replacing of with ’s or s’. 

📝 The class is then cued to tackle this lesson’s worksheet, which warms up with 

translation of subject-possessive noun pairs and then moves onto sentence translation and 
illustration. 

Slide 10 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English word can you think of that come from the Latin ‘sentire’, ‘to feel’? 
[sense, sentimental, sensory, sensitive, sensible etc.] 

Question 2 montes deorum sunt – whose mountains are they? [the gods’ (plural)] 

Question 3 quid Latine est 🤐 ? [tacere] 


